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Good Old Moon
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Disclaimer: it might not be perfect.
 
Capo 1st fret
C___________Em________C________Am
Wake up, I m lonely, let s talk about how we
F______C________Dm_G7
love to talk on the telephone
C____________________Em________C________Am
we would hang up and go back to absolutely nothing
_______F_________C_____________Dm________G7
and by absolutely nothing I mean pick up the phone, the

F_____C______B7sus*___E
sun is out, the moon is smiling 
______Am___Am(maj7)*_Am7____D7
in the corner of his____ eye he s crying for his
C_______Em__________F________Fm
next new arrival for the rest of the night
________C__________Am
good ol  moon is like me
_________D7__________G7______C_____Ab7__G7
we walk free but we re stuck in here

C____________Em________C______________Am
I ll pick up the comics and sympathize with Linus
________F_________C________Dm___G7
and the disease that they would leave behind (not sure about this line...) 
______C____________Em________C________Am
as for me, I wouldn t mind just to join him along
____________F______________C______________Dm__________G7
I mean, just look at these two pictures can you tell me what s wrong, the

F_____C______B7sus*___E
sun is out, the moon is smiling 
______Am___Am(maj7)_Am7____D7
in the corner of his____ mind he s timing his
C________Em__________F________Fm
next new arrival for the rest of the night
________C__________Am
good ol  moon is like me
_________D7__________G7______C_____C7
we walk free but we re stuck in here

Ab7 G7___C___________
No more pain for a while
________F______________C___________G/B*



you and I could sit in the sun and we d smile
_______Am__________Am(maj7)*
maybe then, we d be friends, yeah
____Am7__________D7
the moon, sun, and me
____F______________________G7
and we could sing together in perfect harmony
G7_______________________________C ((first note of solo))
doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo~

solo (( same chord progression as the verse ))
Em C Am F C Dm G7
C Em C Am F C Dm G7
x2

G7

Ab7 G7___C___________
No more pain for a while
________F______________C___________G/B*
you and I could sit in the sun and we d smile
_______Am__________Am(maj7)*
maybe then, we d be friends, yeah
____Am7__________D7
the moon, sun, and me
____F______________________G7
and we could sing together in perfect harmony
G7_______________________________
doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo. OH!

C___________Em________C________Am
Wake up, I m lonely, let s talk about how we
F______C____Dm____G7
need to find a better dream
__________C___________Em______C__________Am
 cause it s getting much darker the sun is worn out
______F______________C__________Dm______G7
and I think it s time for you and I to get some sleep, oh the

F_______C_____B7sus*_E
moon is out, the sun is trying
______Am__Am(maj7)_Am7____D7
not to look upset, but man he s dying for his
C________Em__________F________Fm
next new arrival for the rest of the night
________C__________Am
good ol  moon is like me
_________D7__________G7
we walk free 

________C__________Am



good ol  moon is like me
_________D7__________G7
we walk free 

________C__________Am
good ol  moon is like me
_________D7__________G7_______Ab____Bb
we walk free, but we re stuck in here

e|---------------------------|
B|---------------------0-----|
G|---------------0-----------|
D|---------2-----------------|
A|----3----------------------|
E|---------------------------|

Cmaj7 (( just strum the same notes as above ))

B7sus
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Am(maj7)
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G/B
0
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0
0


